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QUESTION 1

A Corporation is building a web application to allow its customers to schedule service requests online. There is also a
need to run operational reports at times during non-peak hours. The architecture team is debating whether such reports
should be run onthe OLTP database or in a separate data mart. The DBA Manager does not want to add anymore
admin responsibility to the team and is looking for a database option that\\'s low to zero maintenance, but meets their
strict performance requirements as well. 

Which Oracle Cloud Infrastructure database service is appropriate for this scenario? 

A. Since the application needs to be highly available, it should to be deployed on a Kubernetes Cluster. 

B. ADW since operational reporting is a higher priority in this scenario. 

C. It is best to build a separate data warehouse, and move the OLTP data on a nightly basis. 

D. ATP. Using \\'tpurgent\\' and \\'high\\' TNS services to separate connection types. 

Correct Answer: D 

Autonomous Transaction Processing provides all of theperformance of the market leading Oracle Database in an
environment that is tuned and optimized to meet the demands of a variety of applications, including: mission-critical
transaction processing, mixed transactions and analytics, loT, and JSON document store. 

As a service Autonomous Transaction Processing does not require database administration. With Autonomous
Transaction Processing you do not need to configure or manage any hardware, or install any software. Autonomous
Transaction Processing handles creating the database, backing up the database, patching and upgrading the database,
and growing or shrinking the database. 

 

QUESTION 2

According to Oracle documentation, it is a best practice whenplanning and instituting Access Controls for your
Autonomous Dedicated environment regarding Subnets, Compartments and User Groups. 

Which statement is true? 

A. Create a separate VCN that contains only public subnets 

B. Only 1 of each is allowed to be allocated per environment. 

C. Only 1 Subnet and 1 Compartment are allowed, multiple Groups highly advised. 

D. Create at least 2 of each resource 

Correct Answer: D 

Refer to Best Practices When Planning and Instituting Access Controls section in the https://
docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-database/atpfg/plan-and- create-accessconstraints1.html#GUID-
ED48C3D3-FC0F-41D5-882A-FC2D916FD6AA https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/ paas/autonomous-
database/atpfg/plan-and-create- accessconstraints1.Html 
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QUESTION 3

A customer wants to increase the throughput of their inserts. They have discovered that the bottleneck is in the storage
I/Os of their environment. 

What should theydo to remove this bottleneck? 

A. Run the DBMS_CLOUD.INCREASE_THROUGHPUT procedure. 

B. Remove any non-JSON data from the database. 

C. Increase the number of OCPUs allocated to the database. 

D. Ask Support to migrate their setup to a node without noisy neighbors. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are the admin user of an Autonomous Database (ADB) instance. A new business analysthas joined the team and
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would like to explore ADB tables using SQL Developer Web. 

What steps do you need to take? 

A. Create a database user (with connect, resource, object privileges), enable the schema to use SQL Developer and
provide the user with the user-specific modified URL. 

B. Create a database user with the default privileges. 

C. Create a database user with connect, resource, and object privileges. 

D. Create an IDCS user. Create a database user with connect, resource, and object privileges. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-database/adbsa/connect-
databaseactions.html#GUID-55BA432E-098A-48ED-B2EA-F2960A9EF586 

 

QUESTION 5

What REST verb is used to create an Autonomous Database service using REST APIs? 

A. An "INSERT" REST call 

B. A "GET" REST call 

C. A "POST" REST call 

D. A "PUT" REST call 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/rest- api/SendRequests.html 
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